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5 Beyond More Versus Less
A Reframing of the Debate on
Instructional Guidance

Alyssa Friend Wise and Kevin O'Neill
Simon Fraser University

In th~s chapter we attempt to reframe the debate surrounding instructional guid-
ance III a way that may be more productive than the one pursued recently. Up till
now, the conversation between constructivists and instructionists has largely
centered on the adversarial question of whether or not constructivist instruc-
tional approaches provide enough guidance to be effective. However, we argue
that experimental "high versus low guidance" studies cannot provide a valid basis
for ~a~ing inferences about the fundamental merits of constructivist teaching.
Reviewing some of the literature cited in the recent debate (with a particular
focus on worked-example studies), we will argue that for constructivists and
ins.tructionists alike, the quantity of guidance is just one dimension along which
guidance c~n be usefully characterized. We introduce the context in which guid-
ance IS delivered and the timing with which guidance is delivered as two more
important concerns. We then make a case for a research agenda that we believe
may bring constructivists and instructionists together in exploring questions
about the optimal quantity, context, and timing of guidance in ill-defined
problem domains.

On one side of the recent debate is a perspective that sees instructional
~pproac~es suc~ as problem-based learning (PBL) and guided inquiry as provid-
Illg too little guidance to support learning effectively (e.g., Kirschner, Sweller, &
Clark, 2006). Proponents of this view often cite lab-based findings such as the
work~d-exa,~pl~ effect (e.g., Swelle~ & Cooper, 1985) as support for the position
that more gUIdance, generally given at the outset of instruction, is almost
al~ays best for learners. Because of the primacy this perspective places on the
delivery of up-front explicit instruction, we refer to it as "instructionism."

On the other side of the debate, there is a perspective that claims that inquiry
and PBL approaches do provide a great 'deal of guidance, and may in fact
produce .learnlllg outcomes that are superior to up-front explanation (e.g.,
Hmelo-Sllver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007). Proponents of this view often cite
c1as~room-based studies showing that students in inquiry-based classrooms
aC~Ieve g~eater depth o~ understanding than students in traditional ones (e.g.,
HIckey, Kllldfield, Horwitz, & Christie, 1999) as support for this position, gener-
ally referred to as "constructivism."

. It appears to us that.the two sides are talking past each other. We suspect that
this may be due to different ideas about the purpose of guidance, different
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ambitions with regard to the transfer of learning, and different views about the
nature of the evidence needed to justify claims about the merits of any instruc-
tional approach. In the following sections, we try to unpack these differences and
show how these incommensurate views lead us to a methodological catch-22
that, at present, makes the debate irresolvable.

The reader may wonder, if we cannot answer the question of which approach
is better, is there still a way to move forward productively? We present one pos-
sible path that uses the amount, context, and timing of guidance as a toolkit for
thinking about the design of instruction. We explore evidence from both the
constructivist and instructionist perspectives regarding the nature of effective
instructional guidance, and attempt to develop principles that both instruction-
ists and constructivists may be able to agree to. By using a common language, we
hope to engender the possibility of research agendas of interest to both instruc-
tionists and constructivists, and to which each group can contribute.

Transfer of Learning and the Purpose of Guidance: Contrasting
Instructionism and Constructivism

A logical place to begin is by asking what is meant by the term "guidance." Much
of the recent debate seems to have proceeded without a careful definition of the
term, nor a well-spelled-out metric of how much of it is provided in a given
instructional design. Reviewing the recent debate in Educational Psychologist
(Kirschner et al., 2006; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007; Kuhn, 2007; Schmidt, Loyens,
van Gog, & Paas, 2007; Sweller, Kirschner, & Clark, 2007), the collection of
instructional moves discussed under the rubric of guidance seems to include
explanation, feedback, help, modeling, scaffolding, procedural direction, and
others. Implicitly, guidance seems to have been taken as a superordinate category
that describes anything an instructor provides to students to aid their learning
and performance.

We find ourselves asking whether this is a useful concept to debate around-
to us it seems problematic to meaningfully gauge "amount" across such a broad
range of instructional moves. Should a high degree of scaffolding count as more
or less guidance than a little explanation? Does a general model given ahead of
time constitute more or less guidance than detailed feedback after the fact? Con-
fusion over such questions may help to explain why the current debate has not
reached resolution. Despite employing the common language of "guidance," the
instructionist and constructivist camps appear to be using the term very differ-
ently. An indication that this may be the case can be seen in the different ways
that each group approaches the fundamental problem of teaching complex
knowledge and skills. Both groups recognize that novices have difficulty navigat-
ing large problem spaces (e.g., Sweller, 1988; Mayer, 2004; O'Neill & Weiler,
2006; Polman, 2000). However, the responses of constructivists and instruction-
ists to this challenge are substantially different.

A key difference between instructionist and constructivist perspectives appears
to center on the problem of part-whole relationships. In our interpretation,
instructionists' main solution to the challenge of teaching a complex body of
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knowledg~ or ski!ls is to break it down into smaller, clearer pieces, and provide
up-front instruction about how to tackle each one. This way, students are not
easily.lost amid innumerable details. Eventually, of course, students have to put
the pieces together to produce a whole, competent performance; but in the
instructionist view, these part-whole relationships are best taught after each of
the individual pieces has been mastered. Thus, from an instructionist perspec-
t~ve, a key purpose of instructional guidance is to reduce the extraneous cogni-
tive load borne by the learner in processing each part of the material or task to be
learned (Sweller, 1988).

From this perspective, it makes a lot of sense to focus on the amount of guid-
ance provided in an instructional design. It also appears to be a straightforward
matter. Having students figure out how to do something themselves entails the
lea~t guidance, and the greatest cognitive load. Scaffolding learners by providing
a little support along the way entails moderate support, and leads to moderate
c?gnitive load. Telling or showing students exactly how to accomplish a task pro-
vides maximum guidance, and introduces minimal cognitive load, which evi-
dence shows can lead to certain kinds of learning gains (Kirschner et a!., 2006).

W~ note, however, that what instructionists take as evidence of learning (at
least III the experiments cited in the recent debate) is usually performance on a
school-like task performed very shortly after initial training. For example, of the
eight worked-example studies reviewed by Kirschner et a!. (2006) that looked at
transfer, al~used. transfer tasks that, at best, can be characterized as "very near"
on most ~lmenslOns of Barnett and Ceci's (2002) transfer taxonomy. In all of
these studies, the transfer tasks were identical to the learning tasks in terms of
physical context (lab/classroom), modality (written task and problem format),
and social context (individual). Most also used a very near temporal context
(same session) with one experiment administering a transfer task the following
day (Carroll, 1994, Exp. 1).

One important reason for constructivists' very different approach to teaching
may come from their greater ambitions where transfer of learning is concerned.
The common constructivist sentiment was expressed well by Barnett and Ceci
(2005) when they wrote that "no one cares about learning if it stops at the
~choolhouse door" (p. 295). This sentiment, so different from that embodied in
instrurr] . t ' . I .. 10l11SS expenmenta protocols, has a large influence on constructivists'
reading of the literature.
t Al:;cander and Murphy (1999) stated that transfer of learning to novel con-
g~::" ~as 51~ng been a problem of Gordian proportions for applied psycholo-
has b p. 1), and note that very little evidence of transfer to novel problems
argue~e~ produced in the lab. However, Bransford and Schwartz (1999) have
to trans£:at Ie an~ lab-based transfer studies make people "look dumb" (unable

er earntn) bsolving. Th d ? ecause they exclusively evaluate sequestered problem
I ey escnbe db'earners are ask d .sequestere pro lem solving as a type of testing in which
additional reso~r to directly apply learned material to a new context without any
i . ~~th . .ng and revising sol ti e opportul11ty to learn 111the new context by attempt-
S u IOns (Bears, 2005). ransford & Schwartz, 1999; Schwartz, Bransford, &
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Bransford and Schwartz (1999) and Schwartz et al. (2005) describe a series of
experiments demonstrating that more encoura?ing resul~s a~e obtaine~ when the

t of transfer is expanded beyond a direct application paradigm. They
concep I ." h
suggest thinking of transfer in terms of "preparation for future earn1l1? -t e
ways in which a learning experience can prepare students to learn related Ideas or
skills more quickly or more deeply in the future. They further demonstrate. that

b
measuring students' ability to flexibly respond to and learn from new situa-y . . c t

tions after certain kinds of treatments, one can uncover positive transrer no
detected by sequestered problem-solving tasks (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998;

Schwartz & Martin, 2004). . . .
These findings make a good deal of sense in relation to constructlVlst theor~es

of memory, which suggest that better elaborated memories, with mor~ extensive
relational networks, will lead to more reliable recall of learned maten.al (Brans-
ford, 1979; Schank, 1982). These same theories suggest that learners Will develop
more elaborate memories, with more transfer-relevant relational networks, from
more authentic experiences, particularly if the experiences are well-scaffolde~ '.

To maximize the chances that worthwhile transfer will occur, constructivists
argue that it is important to retain as much of th~ ~uthentici~ (and h.ence com-

lexity) of the target task as is practical. This posrtion ISconsistent With current
rheories of transfer, which suggest (for example) that "the primary job of transfer
is the construction [by the learner 1 of an evolving representation of context that
allows the knowledge user to make meaning of contexts" (Royer, Mestre, &
Dufresne, 2005, p. xxii). The constructed understanding of a new context allows
learners to bring prior knowledge to bear in an appropriate ,:ay. .

This view of transfer helps to explain famously confusing findings such as
those of Carraher, Carraher, and Schliemann (1985). They found that Brazilian
children were capable of making sophisticated calculations in their heads when
working as street vendors. However, the children could not successfully c~rry out
the same calculations with the very same quantities when asked to do so 111a lab
situation where the problems were represented in writing, such as "5 x 35 = ?'>
When the same calculations were given in the form of word problems, the addi-
tional context helped the children to solve the problems with much grea.ter
success (Carraher et al., 1985). These findings illustrate the importance of seeing
a context as similar to one previously encountered in order for trans~er to. occ~r.

Thus while instructionists tend to view a complex problem-solv1l1g SituatIOn
as a lar~e yroblem space filled with extraneous de~ands o~ th~ learne:'s atten-
tion (e.g., Sweller, 1988), a constructivist is more likely to view I~as a nch set .of
contextual cues that may later aid transfer (e.g., Brown, Collins, & Duguid.
1989). In keeping the "pieces" of the skill to be learned ~o.geth~r in relation both
to each other and a complex macro-context, constructiVists aim to teach part-
whole relationships throughout the learning process. . . .

Jasper Woodbury is a good illustration of how differently const.ructlVls~Sthink
about the function of instructional materials. In this mathematIcs curnculum,
students are provided with video case "anchors" that are intended to b~ authen-
tic to real-life problems (Cognition and Technology Group a~Vanderbilt, 1992).
The math problems embedded in these video anchors are quite complex, and to
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an instructionist, likely appear utterly lacking in necessary instructional guid_
ance: ~o ~oubt, by its~lf such a situation presents problems for learners, given
the limitations of working memory (Cognition and Technology Group at V
derbilt, 1994). But rather than being designed as a complete plan for instruct·

an
-

he vid d associ . IOn,~ e VI. eos a~ associated matenals were intended to create "teachable moments"
in which guidance can be provided in a contextualized way that is responsiv
h dents' etot e stu ents current frame of mind (Schwartz et al., 2005).

Saye and Brush (2002) have aptly described such responsive, teal-time guid-
a~ce from teachers as "soft scaffolding." As Pea (2004) explains, scaffolding is a
kind of performance support that is ada.ptive to the learner's current capability,
and gradually fades away. One of the main pedagogical functions of scaffolding is
to ch~nnel. or f~cus the ~earn.er's ~ttention on what is important within a complex
learmng situation. While directing learner attention is a pedagogical function
also endorsed by instructionists (Kirschner et al., 2006), constructivists seek to
help learners identify important elements in situ rather than extracting them to
present to learners.

This overview may help explain why it can appear to instructionists that con-
structivists are focused on minimizing guidance in instruction. We believe that
this is not the case. For their part, constructivists are equally committed to
helping novices cope with the limitations of working memory. However, rather
~han relying exclusively on shrinking the problem space and providing up-front
mstr~ctlOn, they aim to help learners manage a large problem space by providing
real-time supports that they theorize will make transfer to real-life situations
more likely.

To be fair, constructivists have often not been as committed to measuring far
tr~nsfer as they ha~e been to advocating its importance. A thoroughgoing com-
mlt~~nt to ~e:sunn? u~prompted far transfer would entail shadowing research
participants in real life, waiting for transfer to occur-an approach that to our
knowledge has never been implemented, for obvious logistical reasons.

The Methodological Issue: Why "High" versus "Low"
Guidance Studies Cannot Resolve the Debate

~t first blush, j~dging the "success" of constructivist theory in informing instruc-
non seems to Imply a simple horse race: constructivism versus instructionism
winner takes all. In Western culture we seem drawn to contests between two
extreme possibilities as a way to get at the truth of a matter, though this approach
oft~n does not. produce the satisfaction we are after (Tannen, 1999). For example,
while companng test results from a constructivist classroom to those from a
m~re tr~ditional one tells us which class did better in those particular implemen-
tat~ons, It does not generate the kind of evidence we need to make generalizable
claims ab~ut causes. As Kirschner et al. (2006) point out, there are too many dif-
ferent van abies at pla~, i~cluding the quality with which each approach is imple-
~ented, to make valid inferences about which factors are responsible for the
differences. We acknowledge that a great deal of the evidence presented in
support of constructivist teaching is subject to this critique. However, we argue
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the experimental "high versus low guidance" evide~ce introd~ced. by schol-
that h as Kirschner et al. (2006) is also not a vahd baSISfor making inferences
ars suC . . hi

h
fundamental merits of constructivist teac mg.

bout t e f'd'd d i .a . h r et al (2006) use the level 0 gUl ance provi e m instruction as a
Klrsc ne .b which to compare constructivist and instructionist approaches. The

proxy y versation about the efficacy of constructivist approaches to instruc-
ensutng con . f" h"'d' d d C. thus centered on the question 0 how muc gUl ance IS nee e lor
tlOn has h id d' . d. 'nstruction and whether approaches suc as gUl e inquiry an
effectlve I' . .

I
-based learning provide enough (Hmeio-Sllver et al., 2007; Schmidt et

Prob em . h . f
00

7' Sweller et al., 2007). If one accepts the assumption t at quantity 0
al 2 , .. d .

iid e is the most important difference between constructivist an instruc-
gUi anc . "1 " d "hi h" id. . t designs it then appears that any study companng ow an Ig gUl-
tlOUlS' . . .

P
roaches is relevant to the diSCUSSion.However, as we have outlined

ance ap .' ., . 1
above, the constructivist approach differs from the instrucnomst one not Simp y
in the amount of guidance provided, but also in how problems are structured

d the way in which guidance supports the learner. Importantly, the problem
:~ucture and the guidance provided are designed to be. mutually supporting-
theoretically, we would not expect one to be success~l Without ~he o.ther.

Thus, while many of the studies that instructiomsts have Cited m the recent
d bate are valuable for increasing our understanding about guidance within a
p:rticular framework (constructivist or instructionist), we submit that they are
not valid evidence for making a judgment between the two frameworks. For
example, Mayer (2004) reviewed a set of studies comparing p~re-~isco:ery lear~-
ing with guided inquiry. However, discovery learning and gUIded m~Ulry are ~I.f-
ferent forms of constructivist instruction. Neither falls under the rubnc of expltClt,
up-front instruction. Thus at best, this study shows that within a constructivist
framework, some scaffolding is better than none. It does not compare a con-
structivist approach with an instructionist one. . .

Similarly, the worked-example studies which Kirschner et al. (2006) revlew.m
detail (e.g., Sweller & Cooper, 1985; Cooper & Sweller, 1987) compare two vana-
tions on instructionist designs. One design involves showing students an example
of how to do a problem, then gives them many opportunities to practice. T.he
other design replaces a considerable portion of ~he pra~tICe ~roblems. WIth
worked-out examples. In both cases, the instruction begins With showing a
student exactly how to do a problem. Doing this with one example or. with ma~y
constitutes a variation of the same instructionist approach. Thus, while usefulm
other ways, the results of these experiments also do n~t. provide. eviden~e ""
which to compare the relative success of constructivist and instrucnorust

approaches. .
The failure of both constructivists and instructionists to produce evidence

that their counterparts find persuasive seems to be caused by a methodological
catch-22. To wit: if one conducts a properly designed, classically controlled
experiment varying only the amount of guidance provided in instructi~n, they
are restricted to making comparisons within one of the two frameworks (instruc-
tionist or constructivist), or using a very impoverished version of one of the
approaches. However, if we attempt to test a "good" instructionist lesson against
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a "good" constructivist one, we must involve differences in more than one vari-
able, making our results ungeneralizable.

Reframing the Question

The methodological quandary discussed above is not new. The same issues were
the focus of the 1987 debate between Papert and Pea around LOGO (Papert, 1987).
Back then, Papert argued that it was meaningless to conduct a classical experimen-
tal trial of a learning innovation that, by its nature, requires a number of simulta-
neous and interdependent changes to instruction in order to be effective. The
methodological debate remains very much alive today, mostly in the literature sur-
rounding design-based research (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003;
Collins, Jos~ph.,& Bielaczyc, 2004); and there does not appear to be an end in sight.

Instructionists appear to be looking for a grand generalization: is constructiv-
ism or inst:uctionism (as characterized by low or high guidance respectively)
m~r~ effective? But perhaps this is not the most useful question to ask. Putting
this in the context of the horse-race analogy, it is like asking which of two horses
will win more races on average. But instructional designers and teachers deal in
specifics. Their natural interest is in predicting what sort of instruction will be
most effective in a particular situation.

If instructionists find this second question uncompelling, it may be because
they believe they can develop a set of inviolate principles with which to predict
the performance of instruction across all situations. However, there are a multi-
tude of variables that affect the enactment of an instructional strategy (or a horse
race) in a specific situation. For example, the experience of a teacher (Feather-
stone, 1992), the characteristics of the individual students (Jonassen &
Grabowski, 1993), and the type of material to be learned (Stodolsky, 1988) all
affect the implementation of instructional strategies in ways that can alter results.
In both horse races and classrooms, we suggest that the art of picking a winner is
not a matter of figuring out which "horse" has won the most in the past and
betting on. it in every race, but working to optimize one's chances of a positive
outcome gIven what we know about the conditions in a particular situation.

How would the landscape of research change if instead of seeking rigid, uni-
:ersal ~rescripti~ns, we so~ght a tractable set of considerations for designing
instructional guidance? WIth such an approach, instead of trying to develop
absolute rules that apply to all instructional situations (e.g., more guidance is
always better), we would develop principles that characterize successful guidance
(e.g., the ~mount o~ guidance must be sufficient to support learners in seeing
how the different pIeces of the task fit together). The principles could then be
used to consider a particular instructional context and learning goals, guiding
~es~gn in a h~uristic fashion. Instructionists have started us on this road by iden-
tifying one Important consideration in instructional design-the amount of
guidance provided. To this list, constructivists would add the context in which
the guidance is given and the timing with which it is given.
. In th.e follow~ng sections, we argue that the amount, context, and timing of
instructional guidance are all important as factors to consider when planning
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. ti on regardless of whether one is coming from an instructionist or con-
InstruC I'd) f

t
.. t perspective We do not aspire to provide (now or some ay a set 0

strUCIV1S' . . h
I

criptive rules about the "best" position along each dimension. Rat er,
ful y pres . b h f

d
'bed above we seek to develop principles for thinking a out eac actor

as escn, .' . I . . .
b U

sed to guide choices about gUIdance m specific earmng situations.
that can e

Amount of Guidance: From Prescription to Guideline

The way the instructionist case has been argued to date, it would. appear. that
more guidance is bound to be better in every case, rega~dless of the mstructlOnal

I b
eing pursued or the domain in which they are being pursued (e.g., Sweller

goa s f zuid .,
et al., 2007, p. 117). However, while we agree ~hat.amoun: o. ~UI ance IS.lmpo.r-
tant to think about, we see the evidence as indicating t~at It ISImportant I~ a dif-
c t way To us the evidence suggests that the optimal amount of gUIdanceleren . , . .'
often is an intermediate amount and the granularity of the advice provided m a
design (i.e., the level of detail) is equally importan~. .'

To illustrate this point, we revisit one of the pnmary sources of evidence cited
b Kirschner et al. (2006) for their claim that more guidance is always better, the
:orked-example effect. Of the nine studies they cite about the effect, five
(Carroll, 1994; Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Paas & van Merrienboer, 1994; Sw:eller~
Cooper, 1985; Trafton & Reiser, 1993) only compared two levels ~f gUIdance.
fully worked-out examples and unsolved problems. While these studies can s~ow
the relative benefits of two particular "amounts" of guidance, they are not direct
evidence of a continuous linear relationship between the two. . . .

Looking at the studies cited that did have more than ~~ condlt.lOns, a?dl-
tional guidance did not always result in a commensurate gam in learning (MIller,
Lehman, & Koedinger, 1999; Paas, 1992; Quilici & Mayer, 1996). For ex~mple,
Paas (1992) found that learners in a "completion" condition, who were grven a
problem only halfway worked out, performed as well on :e~t probl~ms as t~ose
given the problems fully worked out. In this case, the ad~ltlOnal.g~ldance gl~en
by the fully worked-out problem did not seem to provl~~ ~ddltlOnal learnmg
benefits. Similarly, in a statistics problem-sorting task, Quilici and Mayer (1996)
found that providing learners with th.ree exam~les of eac~ p:~blem type, as
opposed to one, did not result in any differences m students ability to sort sub-
sequent problems into the appropriate types. . .

This is not to say that additional guidance can never lead to learning gams.-
just that we cannot assume that it will always do so. In part, the .learm~g gams
achieved may depend on the purpose the additional guidance IS servmg. For
example, in a worked-examples study asking learners to mentally translate
between 2-D and 3-D representations of objects, Pillay (1994) found that. worked
examples showing three intermediate problem stages wer.e more effective than
those showing only one. She suggests this may be because in t,~e thr~e-sta?e rep-
resentation the distance between stages was small enough to permit subjects to
follow the transformation without having to generate [additional] stages them-
selves" (Pillay, 1994, p. 110). In a related finding, Catrambo~e (1994, 1995)
found that when there are many individual steps involved, showing how they fit



together to achieve sub-goals can makFinally, while not a worked I e the steps more meaningful and useful
. -examp e study he rii .Kirschner et al. (2006) I k d . . per se, t e mnth study cited b

. . 00 e at gUIdance III th 6 f . Y
physics Simulation microworld called Ele . .e orm 0 a task for explonng a
They found that it was not the si I b ctru: FIeld Hockey (Miller et al., 1999).
specifically how the task influenc~~~t:~ se~ce '" ?:es~nce of a guiding task, but
to learning benefits. ents actrvrties III the microworld that led

Beyond the worked-example literature there .
that aiming for the right level ofg I" . . are ot~er studies that suggest" . ranu anty III guidance is a better zui .
more ISalways better." For exa I N d I .. sa etter guideline than

(
mp e, a 0 ski Kirsch d

2005) found that breaking the t k f . ' ner, an van Merrienbos-
more effective in supporting the~: ta~ ~repanng.a legal plea into four steps was
the task as a whole (one step) . g. population of learners than presenting

or III mne steps Whil t 6
learners unclear about what to d t . I e 00 ew steps may leave

h f
0, 00 many seem to ove h 1 h

t em rom seeing the forest for the trees. rw e m t em or prevent

These findings are reminiscent of a much li .
compared three strategies for tea hi 1 ear ier study, III which Kittell (1957)
belong in a group based on s c Illg

d
ela~ners to find the word that did not

, orne un er ymg pro . 1 I 1 .
measures of retention and t C h mClp e. n ooking at multiple

. ransrer, t e most s f 1
medium-guidance one whi h 1 uccess u strategy was a, c gave earners word s t d
apply. This outperformed both a 1 id e s an a general principle to
the word sets and a high guid ow-gUI ance strategy that only gave learners

, - UI ance strategy th t I
general principle and an explanati f h h

a
ga:r

e
. earners the word sets, the

this case, a very high level of id: 0 ow t e principle applied to each set. In
gUI ance was unsucces f I h

prompted learners to follow it rotel ith . s u.-per aps because it2004). y, WI out actively makmg sense of it (Mayer,

Al~ogether, this review of the evidence stron 1 .
of gUIdance in an instructional desi .. g y suggests that while the amounteSlgn IS Important t it cc .
not necessarily better in all cas 0 I S ettectrveness, more ises.

Context of Guidance: Giving Students a Need to Know

~s w.ediscussed above, constructivists a ear t .
tiornsts to the context in whi h id pp. 0 pay more attention than instruc-
. lC gUI ance ISoffered b h .
Important for retention and transf A ecaus.e.t ey believe it to be
eating that when explanati er.. s su.pport, constructivists cite studies indi-

ons are given III is 1 ti d
even when the explanations are well desi 0 a ion, st.u ents learn very little,
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trat
ed

that giving students a lecture on memory led to learning gains when stu-
~ents first had the opportunity to analyze results from a real memory experiment.
Bow

ever
, when the distinctions between the cases were analyzed for them, or

when the prior task involved summarizing a relevant text, the learning from the
lecture was significantly less. Similarly, Capon and Kuhn (2004) found that
iving students a relevant problem to solve before they heard a lecture on eco-

~omics made them more likely to explain and apply the concepts on a later
examination, instead of simply regurgitating the textbook definition.

We see a strong resonance between these findings and the constructivist per-
spective as we articulated it earlier. The implication seems to be that learners will
construct a different understanding if they are given an explanation in isolation,
versus first having an experience that gives them a "need to know." If students
are provided with a meaningful goal, or at least the opportunity to develop one,
it affects how they construct meaning from instruction, and thus what is learned

(Miller et al., 1999; Schank, 1982).
A powerful illustration of the importance of context is provided by Schwartz

and Martin (2004). In this study, ninth-grade students were taught statistics.
After 2 weeks of instruction, half were asked to invent a method for comparing
high scores from different distributions. The other half were shown how to solve
the problem graphically and had an opportunity to practice. Students were
further subdivided before being given a transfer problem in which they were
asked to compute standardized scores numerically. Half the students in each
condition were given a worked example for computing standardized scores,
while the other half proceeded directly to the transfer test.

The best performers on the transfer post-test were those who were first asked
to invent a method for comparing groups, and then given a worked example for
computing standardized scores. This group scored twice as highly as each of the
other groups, including the group that was given the tell-and-practice instruc-
tion followed by the worked example. As Schwartz et al. (2005) explain, the stu- o· IVI
dents who had a chance to invent a procedure first were able to learn more from hM
the worked example. (N. I

These findings about the role of context in making guidance effective resonate
in an interesting way with some of the findings from the worked-example litera-
ture. For example, in the original worked-example studies by Sweller and Cooper
(1985) and Cooper and Sweller (1987), each worked example was given immedi-
ately prior to a similar problem that the student had to solve. While Sweller and
Cooper (1985) describe this as a purely motivational strategy, Trafton and Reis-
er's (1993) work suggests that being able to access the worked example in the
context of a problem to be solved is instrumental in achieving the learning

benefits.In the context of teaching LISP programming, Trafton and Reiser found that
worked examples only conferred an advantage when they were presented imme-
diately before a similar problem to be solved, and thus available in memory for
use during practice (Trafton & Reiser, 1993). This suggests that at least part of
the learning occurs when the students use the worked examples as aids in solving
the subsequent problems. Further supporting the notion that worked examples



provide a benefit as "on-line guides" during problem solving, Carroll (199
observed that

students in the worked example condition spent little time examining th
worked example before attempting the accompanying practice problem t
instead they proceeded quickly to the practice problem and then referr~
back to the example as they wrote or completed the equation.

(P.364)

While t~e problem-solving context used in these studies is somewhat different
than the kinds of context often used by constructivists (e.g., Pea, 1994; Schank &
Neaman, 2001), they serve a similar purpose: to provide students with a goal 0

"need to know" that drives how the students construct an understanding fro~
instruction. Thus, the worked-example literature, as well as the evidence pre-
sented by Schwartz and Martin (2004), suggest that the context in which worked
examples are given strongly affects their efficacy.

Timing of Guidance: Is Sooner Always Better?

While not always in agreement about when guidance should be given, both con-
structivists and instructionists believe that the timing of instructional guidance is
important (e.g., Anderson, 1993; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998). From an instruc-
tionist perspective, the best time to provide guidance is as soon as possible-
either at the beginning of the instruction or as soon as a learner makes an error.
However, the detailed research on intelligent-tutoring systems suggests that
depending on the instructional goals being pursued, providing immediate guid-
ance is not always the best strategy (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier,
1995; Anderson, 1993; Mathan & Koedinger, 2003).

Intelligent-tutoring systems are computer-based problem-solving environments
that pose problems for learners, and offer individualized guidance based on observ-
ing every step of their attempts at solving it (Van Lehn, 1988). Intelligent advice
from the computer is made possible by an "expert model" that is capable of solving
all of the tutorial problems. The tutor thus "knows" whether or not each step taken
by the learner is on a path to a valid solution or represents an error.

Early work by Anderson (1993) showed that offering learners guidance as
soon as they strayed from a viable solution path increased their problem-solving
speed. In a study using an intelligent tutor to teach students LISP programming,
learners who were interrupted during their work and offered guidance as soon as
they took a step that would not lead to a valid solution completed the program-
ming exercises in about half the time taken by those who received feedback only
on request (Anderson, 1993). Anderson et al. (1995) explained that the advan-
tage of immediate feedback is that it is received when the learner's short-term
memory retains enough of their attempted solution that they can understand
and learn from the feedback.

On the other hand, in a more recent review of the intelligent-tutoring litera-
ture, Mathan and Koedinger (2003) suggest that delaying feedback may result in
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findings of each are so ensconced in the language of their particular framework
that these connections are difficult to make.

As a case in point, worked-example studies deal almost exclusively with
well-structured problems in technical domains such as science and mathematics
(see reviews by Sweller, van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998; Atkinson, Derry, Renkl,
& Wortham, 2000). The guidelines for the design of worked examples that have
emerged from the research are thus worded specifically for the creation of algo-
rithmic, written-out problem solutions. It is difficult for constructivists to trans-
fer these findings to real-time guidance, and to the ill-defined problem domains
(e.g., social studies, history, writing) with which many of them are concerned.
Attempts to make such translations (e.g., Atkinson et al., 2000) run the risk of
distorting the original approach. For example, Atkinson et al. (2000) describe
how the guidelines for worked examples could be translated for use in the PBL
environment of the Secondary Teacher Education Project (STEP). However, in
many respects this description (for example, providing an expert solution before
each case that students are given to solve) sounds more like up-front instruction
than a problem-based approach.

We believe that the categories of amount, context, and timing may allow us to
translate the worked-example findings in a more appropriate way and create an
interesting and testable research agenda that could bring instructionists and con-
structivists together. We illustrate this in the following section. For instruction-
ists, this agenda offers the opportunity to expand their work into new domains.
For constructivists, it offers a strategy for drawing on a body of highly detailed
findings that, as Kirschner et al. (2006) point out, have not been used much by
constructivists in the past. Our example is just one of the many possible ways in
which using the general language of amount, context, and timing may support
productive conversations between instructionists and constructivists.

Applying Worked-Example Guidance Principles to Real-Time
Modeling: Thinking about Amount, Context, and Timing

Earlier we noted that worked examples seem to be most effective when the
amount of guidance they provide is sufficient to show learners how to get from
one stage to the next (Pillay, 1994) and when individual steps are grouped
together to show sub-goals along the way (Catrambone, 1994, 1995). In addition,
it appears valuable to provide worked examples in the context of a problem to be
solved (e.g., Trafton & Reiser, 1993) and perhaps after students have had a
chance to attempt problems in the domain (Schwartz & Martin, 2004). What
might such principles look like for real-time modeling? To give a concrete illus-
tration, we consider the problem of teaching students to analyze the historical
significance of a document. The first phase of the new research we envision could
take an observational form. Outstanding history teachers could be identified
(perhaps through large-scale test data) and observed over the course of several
days. Observers would note the degree to which they use modeling to teach the
analysis of historical documents, and whether the characteristics set forth in the
worked-example literature are useful (and sufficient) to describe their practice.
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Conclusion

We have argued above that instructionists and constructivists may be talking past
each other due to different ambitions with regard to transfer, and different
assumptions about how best to make it happen. Instructionists seem to be inter,
ested primarily in transfer to formally similar problems in school-like situations,
while constructivists are more interested in cross-contextual transfer and transfer
between school-like and real-world situations. These very different commitments
may have led them to different readings of the literature, different demands on
theory and research methods, and different approaches to supporting novices in
complex problem spaces.

In our view, the multiple differences in the way guidance is conceived by each
group has led to a methodological stalemate, in which each group brings forth
evidence that the other group does not find convincing. We suggest that it is time
to move away from the unproductive adversarial question of "which approach is
better overall" to a collaborative agenda in which we seek to understand princi-
ples for designing the amount, context, and timing of guidance that is suitable
for particular goals and situations. To illustrate what this might mean, we have
sketched the outlines of a research agenda that we believe may bring instruction-
ists and constructivists together in a productive partnership.

We note that some important factors in the design and effectiveness of
instructional guidance have been overlooked in this chapter, including how the
principles outlined may interact with individual differences between learners
(Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993). We expect that as research progresses, these will
be elucidated. We also note that proceeding down the path we have outlined
leaves a greater degree of inference to the designer in translating principles to
practice. We feel that this flexibility is necessary to design instruction that meets
the needs of particular learning situations; however, we wonder how willing
instructionists will be to slacken their commitment to generating deterministic
prescriptions for instruction.

We hope that this discussion has provided a helpful way to think about the
current debate surrounding instructional guidance. As we move forward in the
21st century, educational researchers are recognizing the inherent complexity
involved in many of the most important educational issues. Answers seem to lie
not in contests between two extreme possibilities, but in the fine distinctions that
emerge from a detailed and multidimensional examination of the evidence. This
framework presents one tool to help researchers make progress on this long-term
endeavor.

Question: Clark. I enjoyed reading your chapter. We all hope that a clearer concep-
tion of instructional guidance will be the main product of the debate. In the 1970s
Lee Cronbach complained that we measure individual differences in micrometers
and instructional methods with divining rods. The situation is more or less the same
today. You argue persuasively for systematic research that clarifies issues such as the
amount, context, and timing of guidance. Yet it also seems that there is no agree-
ment about the cognitive functions of the various operations that are offered to define
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tran~fer. ~s Anderson, Reder, and Simon (1996) point out, depending on the
relatl?nshlp between ~he l~arni~~ and transfer materials (and, we would add,
leardmng and transfer situations) there can be either large amounts of transfer, a
mo est am~unt, no transfer at all or even negative transfer" (pp. 7-8). As We
read. the reviews, however, they do not argue that only small, gradual transfer is
possible. On the contrary, Anderson et al. (1996) present evidence to contestth
claim that knowledge does ~ot t:ansfer between tasks. Similarly, Perkins an~
~alomon (1989) sum up their review by stating that "Given appropriate cond].
nons, su.ch as cuei~g, practicing, generating abstract rules, socially developin
explanatIOns and principles, conjuring up analogies ... and the like, transfer fro~
one problem domain to another can be obtained" (p. 22).

We do take issue with one small point in Perkins and Salomon's summatio .
the idea. that what is transferred are "general skills." In our view, there is n~~
~ood evidence for the existence of cognitive skills that are truly general from the
time that they are mastered, though there is great evidence that such skills can b
generalized ~ver time with appropriate kinds of practice, in the appropriate con~
texts, and WIth appropriate scaffolding and feedback. To borrow Perkins and Sal-
omon's example, the chess master can potentially learn to transfer his skill in
chess to bat:lefield strategy; but this will not necessarily be a quick process,
however straIghtforward the analogies may seem to an outside observer.

As.you suggest, part of the training that may help to generalize skill is variable
~rac.tlce-though we don't see this as an instructional technique that instruc-
tIom~ts have a ~onopoly on. However, from a constructivist perspective the
practice should mclude not only variations in the cognitive features of the task
but also variation across a range of appropriate situations of use. So, the bookish
chess master may need considerable practice not only in working a range of mili-
t~ry strategy problems, but working them in a variety of appropriate social set-
tmgs (such as a hotly conteste~ argument in a battlefield tent with a group of
~ruf~ gene~a.ls) before he can relIably transfer his strategic thinking to be produc-
tive m a military context.

Question: Rosenshine. I was very impressed with the examples of instructional
pro~edures r~lated to the amount of guidance, the context of guidance, and the
timing of guidance. The example of giving students a problem to solve before they
hear a le~ture ISa lovely and inventive idea. But everyone of the examples in these
three sections came/rom a study in which the criterion was "gain in learning." I see
absolutely no conflict between constructivists and direct-instruction advocates when
we read, discuss, or conduct research in which ''gain in learning" is the criterion. Do
you agree that when constructivists and direct-instruction advocates are both inter-
ested tn the outcome of a gain in learning there is no longer any conflict between the
two groups?

Also, in the opening section, you note that constructivists are interested in "worth-
while tr~,nsfer,::"preparation r: future learning," the "ability to learn from new sit-
uations, and transfer to real-life SItuations. " But, you also note that "constructivists
have. not been as committed to measuring far transfer as they have been to advocat-
mg Its Importance." If constructivists can't measure far transfer and worthwhile
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.fer why do you have a section on this topic? Wouldn't it be more honest to droptranS}, , I'" . I d
unsupported claims and focus on y on constructivist instructtona proce ures

these ,I+, f' ,f. bI d to cains in learning? Would your argument sutter I inferences a outthat ea b

"worthwhile transfer" were removed from your chapter?

1 . Wise and O'Neill. In our minds there is a difference in what instruction-
Rep y. . c· . I . A
. d constructivists are talkmg about when they rerer to a gam m earnmg. s~w .. b"ote in our chapter, it seems to us that constructivists are more am ItIOUS
we wr f "1 . . "with respect to transfer, and link their understanding. 0 ear~I~? gam very
closely with it. In this vein, we aim to optimize i~structIO~al activities for depth
of understanding and far transfer rather than quick learning and .near transfer.
We feel that there are two very compelling reasons why we ne.ed to mclud~ a.con-
sideration of far transfer when we talk about gains in learnmg: first, this IS the
It'mate goal of education-to prepare students to use the knowledge they learn

U 1 d . . Iin school in real-world contexts at some point in the future; secon ,ms~ructIOna
techniques that lead to the quickest initial learning may not necessanly be the
same as those that lead to the best retention and long-term transfer. For example,
we discuss the intelligent-tutoring literature in which immediate feedback has
been found to produce more rapid learning initially, while delayed feedback has
led to better retention and transfer. Thus, tasks that test students on exactly what
they learned or provide a weak measure of near transfer cannot be used as a
proxy for far-transfer results, and more far-transfer measures need to be included
in future studies.

It seems that you over-interpret the statement we made in our chapter about
the difficulties constructivists have had in assessing far transfer. We certainly did
not intend to say that far transfer is unmeasurable. Nor did we intend to s~y th~t
constructivists have entirely failed to measure far transfer. Our comments in this
section were meant to point out the logistical, conceptual, and monetary chal- .
lenges of measuring the extreme end of the transfer. c.o~tinuun:-unprompted IIJi
use of knowledge in everyday settings, long after the initial learning. Barnett and II _
Ceci (2002) have devised a useful taxonomy for thinking about the different ways
a transfer situation can differ from the original learning situation in terms of six
dimensions: the knowledge domain; physical context; temporal context; func-
tional context, social context; and task modality. In the great majority of the
instructionist studies we have reviewed, "transfer" is operationalized as testing
performance in a context that differs on only one of these dimensions, knowl-
edge domain, and only slightly at that. The other five dimensions are virtually the
same in the training and testing scenarios: physical context (lab/classroom);
functional context (academic, evaluative); social context (individual); temporal
Context (same day or next day); and modality (written/typed task, same problem
format). Even within the knowledge domain, what instructionists seem to con-
sider "far" transfer is quite different from what constructivists do.

While we think that both instructionists and constructivists could and should
go farther in terms of measuring transfer along all of Barnett and Ceci's dimen-
sions, there are some notable examples of far-transfer measurements that have
been done. In science, researchers have looked for evidence of transfer from

ivl'L(."
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project-based learning in the quality of thei .
plan novel investigations (O'Neill & P 1err written reports, and their ability to
used a similar strategy wh th 0 man, 2004). Klahr and Nigam (2004)

1
en ey asked students h h d b

contro -of-variables strategy to 't' h w 0 a een learning acn ique ot er stud ts' ( bl .
posters. Fong, Krantz and Nisbett (1986) d en s pro ematic) science fair
looked at transfer outside the class b con .ucted one of the few studies that
and conducting a "survey" that as:~;~'e~ callm.g researc~ participants at home
~~wle~ge they had been learning in schoo~~est~~ns ~hat mvolved the statistical
It IS neither impossible nor . . 1 tu. res like these demonstrate that

. impractica to devise and' 1
measures in educational research. Imp ement far-transfer

Question: Rosenshine. I enjoyed readin
teach students to analyze historical docume~/our example about learning how to
to find outstanding history teachers and obs:; Yo~ ~rote that ~hefirst step would be
second step would be experimental t di h

ve
t etr instructional procedures. The

d
s u ies were stude t

ocuments using ideas learned from b . h n s were taught to analyze
vention, there might be variations . °thser:m!5t ese teachers and, within the inter-

d
in e timing and us ,t d I

seeme very similar to direct inst . e 0) mo e s. These two stepsruction and proc d
researchers also identiiied 0 t t di ess-pro uct research where the

J' us an mg teachers t di d hei .
dures, and then used these pro d . : s u te t etr instructional proce-

d
ce ures in experiment I t di h

stu ent achievement was the criteri I has u tes were a measure oi

d
rt enon. n ot er words ;tI' . ~

stu ents to analyze historical d ,I) were interested in training

h
ocuments I would w t t h

t at you describe. So it the goal is to trai d an 0 use t e same procedures

I
.. J ram stu ents to be .yzmg historical documents do come more proficient at ana-

. . ' you see any conilict d;tr.
structtvtsm and direct-instructio d J,I ,or any I))erence, in how con-n a vocates would try to achieve this goal?

~eply: Wise and O'Neill. We thank D ..
Similarities between our propos d YOI~ or pomtmg out the (unintentional)
.. e new me of rese h .
instruction and the procedu f arc on modeling in history

. . res 0 process-prod t haddition to the important si '1 .. . uc researc of 30 years ago. In
. imi anties you pomt out hi k

proposmg in our chapter is different i 'we t in that what we are

P h
. I terent m some ke f

er aps It would be fair to say th t y ways rom that earlier work
cessful process-product researchado~r proPh~saladopts characteristics of the suc~

eSlgn, w ile adapt" th
research problems. For exam I h mg em to address current

1 1
. P e, t e process-prod t h

arge y domam general and t h . uc researc appears to beo ave exammed the
array of instructional proced I presence or absence of a wide
d . ures. n contrast th k

~mam-specific, focuses on one articular D '. e ~or we propose is
elmg), and examines the enactm~nt (th "h or~) of instructional guidance (mod-
or absence. These are important diff e ow. rather than the simple presence
d d I rerences in our' .

eca es of cognitive science have shown h view smc.e the past three
ences are on thinking and 1 . F ow powerful domam-specific in flu-

. earnmg. urther th . f .
gestmg appear (from our understandin to e senes 0 e~penments we are sug-
nature than the process-prod t g) address questions of a more specific

F
. 11 uc research.
ma y b l'. ' we e leve some important chmstruction which would lik 1 h b ~ng.es have taken place in history

. e y ave su stantial mfl b
tation and effectiveness of model" . hi uence on oth the imp lemen-mg in istory classrooms The original. process-

product research seems to have compared various forms of teacher-centered
classrooms. Until the late 1980s or early 1990s, relatively little attention was paid
in North America to teaching historical interpretation; emphasis on the mastery
of textbook narratives seems to have prevailed. That situation has now changed-
the 1996 revision of the US National Standards for History included substantial
recommendations for conveying and understanding the nature of historical
knowledge. Today, regular publications for teachers frequently contain articles

on teaching history using primary-source evidence.
To sum up, we want to highlight that our goal in suggesting this program of

research was not to create a "constructivist" approach to teaching students how
to analyze historical documents, but to suggest a joint research agenda that both
constructivists and instructionists could pursue. The goal would be to catalog the
many ways in which modeling guidance is given in history classrooms, with the
aim of optimizing the use of this powerful instructional strategy for different

instructional contexts and goals.

Question: Rosenshine. When students construct knowledge on their own, or with
minimal supervision, they are also likely to also construct errors. How do construc-
tivists handle this possibility of students making unintentional but persistent errors

under conditions of minimal supervision?

Reply: Wise and O'Neill. Given the constructivist belief that students inevitably
construct their own understandings (regardless of what form of instruction is
used), it is certainly possible that at some points they will construct problematic
understandings. We agree that this is an important issue. Your question seems to
imply, however, that this is a special problem for constructivist classrooms
because they leave students alone with instructional materials and activities for
too long. While students in a constructivist classroom may spend a great deal of
their time working on a problem with their classmates, this does not mean that
they are without teacher supervision. As we pointed out in our chapter, construc-
tivists are not advocating "minimal guidance," we are advocating that guidance

be more situated, flexible, and responsive.
We expect three features of a well-designed constructivist classroom to safe-

guard against students holding on to misinterpretations that arise during instruc-
tion. First, a well-designed constructivist activity will give students opportunities
to test the viability of their understandings as they develop. For example, in the
case of science, the instructional design may include specific experimentation
that targets common student preconceptions. Second, a constructivist classroom
that promotes valued forms of student discussion, justification, and testing of
ideas (scientific argumentation), will provide additional opportunities for prob-
lematic ideas to surface and be transformed. Third, in both cases, a skilled
teacher circulating in the classroom will be able to provide just-in-time guidance
(in the moment it is needed) to help students understand their errors or misun-

derstandings, and correct them.
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